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The ArcStyler is an Architectural IDE supporting the OMG Model Driven Architecture™ (MDA™) 
according to the OMG. In the ArcStyler, the advantages of MDA are complemented by applying 
them in the context of a holistic architectural style. By default, this style is the Convergent 
Architecture. This approach enables a chief architect or corporate IT department to apply and 
extend a clean architectural style across entire IT-landscapes and through generations of 
interoperating systems. In addition, the ArcStyler's unique meta-programming environment 
permits creation of new architectural styles or the promotion of existing architectures to the level 
of MDA.  
 
The ArcStyler assists an IT organization along the entire critical development path according to 
the Rational Unified Process (RUP). By default, this path is tailored to enable Convergent 
Engineering via MDA. Along this path, business models are created and subsequently 
transformed, automatically or semi automatically, into more detailed technical models while 
preserving the relationship to original business entities along the way. This process begins by 
developing a technology-insensitive business model based on the concepts of responsibility 
driven design and an extended CRC techniques. The ArcStyler then helps the developer to 
refine the business model into a well-formed UML™ model based on clear patterns and 
modeling styles. 
 
Both structural and dynamic (behavioral) aspects of the business system are represented in 
UML using a mixture of component and activity diagrams according to the modeling style. 
Several levels of models, in particularly those describing Web-access to the system, are 
automatically generated. The ArcStyler uses Rational Rose as the "UML engine" during this 
refinement process. The result is a set of verifiably style-conform UML models. In fact, the 
architectural style permits the ArcStyler to verify both completeness and integrity of 
development at every critical milestone along the development path. All modeling results are 
stored in a shared UML repository. Incremental XMI exchange features of the UML repository 
enable these results to be exchanged, in both directions, with other XMI compliant tools at any 
time. 
 
The UML model is then automatically mapped to produce a complete set of deployable artifacts-
-all four-tiers of a J2EE/EJB infrastructure, for example. This process is known as "technology 
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projection" of the UML model. The technology projection occurs in a powerful generator 
environment using one of several "cartridges" to designate the target infrastructure--BEA 
WebLogic Server 5.1, WebSphere 4.0 or Borland BAS4.5, for example. The technology 
projection is deep, broad and optimized. It includes the entire spectrum of build, deploy and test 
support for each tier of the J2EE infrastructure. In addition, the well-defined architectural style 
enables each cartridge to produce highly optimized mapping to each particular product or 
infrastructure thus avoiding the disappointments of generic, lowest-common-denominator 
generators. After generation, low-level business code is complemented and tested by 
programmers using the generated Java-IDE project files (e.g. for JBuilder). During this step, the 
ArcStyler also leverages other best-of-breed tools such as ANT for the build environment and 
DreamWeaver for fine-tuning the Web graphics. This incremental model-generate-test cycle can 
be repeated in rapid succession to keep a constant tab on both quality and progress. 
 
The ArcStyler is extensible. It provides a Java-API to the UML repository resembling the MOF 
standard. This allows easy integration of existing tools or creation of new tools to all operate in 
concert with the context of a clean, MDA based architectural style. An especially exciting 
application of this API is the automated generation of web application models from existing 
business component models. These models can be immediately used to generate running web 
applications. This constitutes a new generation of component-based, model-driven development 
for Web services.  
 
Lastly, the ArcStyler's model-driven code generation can easily be adapted or extended. This is 
achieved in using the ArcStyler's full-featured generator development environment. This 
environment constitutes a visual IDE that supports the development, deployment, test and 
debug cycle at the level of model-driven code generation -- a new level of development known 
as meta-programming. These unique customization features enable a chief architect to flexibly 
tailor and optimize the architectural style for any IT environment, no matter how complex or 
extensive, while still retaining the advantages of solid, Model Driven Architecture. 
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